Retirement Program Options
for Professional Firms —
Benefits and Risks

Many employers in today’s environment view a retirement program as a necessary evil—a costly means to attract
and retain qualified employees. On the other hand, many professional firm employers see a retirement program as
an opportunity to:
{{Defer significant income for the owners/partners
{{ Design an appropriate balance between cash compensation and benefits for nonowner professionals
{{Provide important retirement income for the nonprofessional staff
But how can a retirement plan cost effectively achieve these goals? One answer can be found in the following
pages.

Cash Balance

401(k)

Clearly define your goals

For professional firms, setting the right balance between cash compensation and retirement benefits
requires a comprehensive retirement plan that is designed outside the “typical” retirement plan box. It is
critical that the program be composed of one or more qualified retirement plans. Under U.S. tax law, a
qualified plan offers a tax deferral benefit that is not available in other arrangements. In general terms, an
employer can contribute money to a qualified plan, take an immediate tax deduction for the contribution,
and no one pays tax on the contribution (or the related investment earnings) until the money is distributed
to the plan participant. This tax deferral is even more powerful when the employer is a tax pass-through
entity, such as a partnership, S-corporation, or Professional Service Corporation (PSC), where earnings are
taxed at an owner’s personal tax level. The tradeoff for this significant tax advantage is a plethora of
complex regulations that govern whom the plan covers, how much the covered individuals can contribute
to the plan, and how much they can receive from the plan.
While a 401(k) plan will serve as the foundation, a stand-alone 401(k) plan may not achieve all of a
professional firm employer’s retirement plan goals; however, Internal Revenue Service (IRS) regulations
permit groups of highly paid professionals to convert or establish a next-generation cash balance plan to
use in conjunction with a 401(k) plan. This approach may allow for significantly more tax-deductible
contributions than can be made through a 401(k) plan alone.

Comparing cash balance and
401(k) plans
Qualified retirement plans are divided into two basic camps: defined benefit (DB) plans and defined
contribution (DC) plans. Cash balance plans are the most common DB design among professional firms,
while 401(k) plans are the most common DC plan design.
Cash balance plans are often referred to as hybrid retirement plans. A cash balance plan is structured to
look like a DC plan with each participant having a notional account to which employer contributions and
interest credits are added. It is important to note, however, that the actual investment return of the
underlying assets in a cash balance plan can differ from the interest credits added to participants’ accounts.
Additionally, participants can elect annuity distributions from the plan. Because the employer assumes the
risks for investment performance and participant longevity, by definition, the cash balance plan is a DB
plan. As a DB plan, tax law limits the benefits that can accrue to the participant (as an annuity) rather than
limiting the contributions allocated to the participant’s notional account.

Dollars in

Dollars out

Highly paid professionals can build a significant retirement account
through a 401(k) plan. They have the personal flexibility to defer
individually up to $18,000 annually, plus $6,000 in catch-up
contributions if they are age 50 or older, for a total of $24,000
(based on limits in effect for 2017). A substantial percentage of the
combined (employee and employer) $54,000 annual limit ($60,000
including the catch-up contribution) is the professional’s personal
decision to save, while the remainder is group discretionary ( i.e.,
the professional group can make the decision each year to
contribute, but once the group decides, generally all participating
employees of the group must share in the contribution). For late
career professionals with substantial savings needs, this annual
limit may be inadequate to meet their savings goals.

Within the 401(k) plan, the money is available for distribution for
hardship, at age 59½, and at retirement. Lump-sum distributions
can be rolled to an Individual Retirement Account (IRA), if desired.
Loans are also available and are a common feature.

Cash balance plan pay credits appear as contributions in a
participant’s account statement and can be far greater than the
$54,000/$60,000 combined DC contribution limit. The plan can be
designed so that individual participant pay credits may vary, but
the pay credit formula is defined within the plan document and is
not discretionary. Contributions are required each year by the
group, and each participating professional must share in those
contributions.
401(k) Plans (based on 2017 limits)

Cash Balance Plans

Up to $18,000 in annual employee
deferrals can be made

Contributions can be far greater
than current 401(k) limits,
depending upon a highly paid
employee’s current age

An extra $6,000 in catch-up
contributions made by the
employee if at least age 50
Up to $54,000 ($60,000 including
catch-up contributions) in annual
employer contributions (including
employee deferrals)
The employer contributions (match
and profit sharing) are usually
discretionary

The cash balance account is
guaranteed
Additions to the cash balance
account are based on pay credit
and interest rate factors defined
in the plan document
Employer contributions
are required

Dollars invested
Most 401(k) plans give the plan participant the ability to personally
decide how his or her account is invested, whether in a target date
fund, allocated among funds in the plan’s fund lineup, or fully
directed through a self-directed brokerage window.
It is at this point that the fundamental character of the cash
balance plan as a defined benefit plan begins to reveal itself. Trust
assets are invested as a pool and there is no individual investment
control and direction. It is now possible for the participants’ cash
balance accounts to reflect the actual performance of the
portfolio, which allows the employer to mitigate the investment
risk that is typically inherent in DB plans; however, participants’
accounts are not allowed to fall below the accumulated amount of
the pay credits defined by the plan.

Within the cash balance plan, in-service distributions are available
at or after age 62, at retirement, or upon termination if vested.
Loans can also be made available under the plan but are not a
common feature.
401(k) Plans

Cash Balance Plans

Participants typically direct
investment of their account

Trust assets are invested as
a pool—no active individual
investment direction

Distributions for hardship, age 59½,
and retirement
Lump-sum distributions can be
rolled over to an IRA
Account value is based on
contributions and investment
returns
Loans are permitted and often used

In-service distributions are
allowable at or after age 62
The account value is based on
pay credits contributed and the
investment return allocated to the
account as defined by the plan
Loans are permitted but seldom
used

Common features
Since both 401(k) and cash balance plans are types of qualified
plans, they share a number of common features that are important
for employers and participants:
{{ Contributions made to 401(k) plans and cash balance plans are
tax-deductible.
{{ Trust earnings for both plans are tax-deferred.
{{ Trust assets for both plans are protected from the claims of
creditors.
{{ If lump-sum distributions are made, both plans provide the
ability to roll the distribution to a successor plan or an IRA.
{{ Distributions from either plan are not subject to FICA or FUTA
tax.

Under DB or DC plans, if benefits are
distributed as a lump sum, the employee
bears these risks in retirement.

Who bears retirement risks within
each plan?
A fundamental difference between the 401(k) and DB plans is the responsibility for retirement risks such as
the rate of return on plan investments and the lifespan of the plan participants. For DB plans where
benefits are generally paid as a monthly annuity, these risks are the responsibility of the employer; for DC
plans, the employee bears all risks while their account balance accumulates prior to retirement. Under DB
or DC plans, if benefits are distributed as a lump sum, the employee bears these risks in retirement. DB and
DC plans each have their own set of limits and testing requirements. As the names suggest, the ultimate
amount of retirement benefits provided is the basis for DB plan limits and testing, while the amount of
contributions added to participant accounts during a year is the basis for DC plan limits and testing.
These differences in how limits are set—and how nondiscrimination testing is performed—provide design
opportunities, particularly for professional firms. The reason for this is that the age of the participant plays
a role in DB plans but is not a factor in DC plans. Table 1 shows the amount of monthly retirement income,
commencing at age 65, which can be attributed to a single $10,000 contribution made at various ages.
Therefore, when testing for benefit limits and discrimination, an identical contribution is considered to
have over three times greater value to a 35-year-old than to a 55-year-old.
Table 1: Approximate monthly retirement income attributable to a single $10,000 contribution
Age at which the $10,000 contribution
is made

Approximate monthly life income attributable
to the contribution

25

$820

35

$455

45

$255

55

$140

65

$75

Now, to illustrate the plan design consideration and current rules applicable in the plan design concept,
we’ll use a case study example of a hypothetical professional firm we’ll call Washington, Adams & Jefferson
(WA&J).

A True Story: 3 Partners in the
Enterprise
Washington, Adams & Jefferson is a partnership and could be any
group of professionals (e.g., accountants, doctors, lawyers, etc.).
The three named individuals are the only partners in the
enterprise, each owning one-third of the practice. The firm has a
number of associate-level professionals (Associates), who may or
may not be on a track to become partners in the firm. There are
also paraprofessionals (Paraprofessionals) and administrative
(Staff) positions. The partners in WA&J have two leading goals for a
retirement program:

1
Maintain equity among the partners—that is, no partner

2 wants to subsidize the retirement benefit of the other
partners.

Accommodate the retirement savings (and tax deferral)
objectives of the partners and satisfy the firm's objectives
for providing different levels of retirement benefits to the
various categories of employees.

Tax law restrictions typically stand in the way of fully satisfying
these two goals, but by working through the various required
discrimination tests, a plan design that accomplishes a majority of
the objectives can be determined.
Before choosing an appropriate design for the retirement program,
we must know more about WA&J’s objectives for their different
employment groups. It is important, however, to first understand
the basic tenet of discrimination within qualified retirement plans.
The golden rule is that a qualified plan may not discriminate in
favor of highly compensated employees (HCEs). An HCE is generally
any 5% owner of the plan sponsor or any individual with annual
compensation above an annually adjusted dollar threshold
($120,000 in 2017, unchanged from 2016). The three partners are
HCEs; additionally, about half of WA&J Associates are HCEs
because their compensation exceeds the required threshold.
The circumstances of, and objectives for, the four employee
classifications are as follows:
{{ Partners – Washington (age 60) and Adams (age 55) would like
to maximize their retirement savings but within the constraint
of maintaining equity between the partners. Jefferson (age 45)
already has significant real estate holdings and is less inclined
to save for retirement.
{{ A
 ssociates – the Associates range in age from 30 to 45. From
WA&J’s perspective, Associates are primarily interested in
current compensation rather than retirement benefits.

The partners believe their Associates are reasonably paid
within the marketplace and are also fairly mobile; therefore,
WA&J’s objective is to minimize retirement plan contributions
to this group.
{{ P
 araprofessionals – these employees range in age from early
20s to mid-50s. WA&J uses their Paraprofessionals effectively
and efficiently and places great emphasis on hiring and
retaining strong individuals in this category. Therefore, WA&J
wants to provide a significant retirement benefit to this group.
{{ Staff – WA&J hires relatively young Staff and is comfortable
with a 20% turnover rate within this category. WA&J recognizes
the need to offer a market-competitive level of retirement
benefits to attract Staff employees.
Of course, WA&J could just provide a 401(k) plan with a simple
match and perhaps an additional profit sharing contribution.
This would maintain perfect equity among the founding
partners; however, the DC plan limits will keep the three
partners from deferring as much money into a retirement
program as they would like. Furthermore, nondiscrimination
testing may restrict their ability to earmark contributions to
certain classes of employees. By adding a cash balance plan,
WA&J will overcome these obstacles and meet all its objectives
for the retirement program.

Pros
Cons

Cash Balance Plans

While a cash balance plan cannot remove all potential equity issues among the partners, legislation
adopted in 2006 can greatly reduce the risk of inequity. This legislation allows for interest credits to the
cash balance notional accounts to closely mirror the investment return on the underlying plan assets; thus,
investment risk is substantially mitigated (preservation of capital is required). In addition, the benefit
provided to a participant upon termination of employment at any age can now equal the balance in the
notional account, eliminating the risk associated with difference between assumed date of termination or
retirement and actual termination date. While longevity risk is still a potential issue, cash balance plan
benefits are typically stated in terms of a lump-sum account balance, and at least historically, most cash
balance plan participants elect a lump sum rather than annuity payments. Table 2 sets forth the pros and
cons for including a cash balance program with a 401(k) plan.
Table 2: Pros and Cons of Adding a Cash Balance Plan
Pros

Cons

Increased contribution amounts, especially for older
individuals

Additional administrative costs, associated with a second
plan, including a required actuarial certification

Ability to provide different levels of benefits by
employment category and maintain contribution
consistency within a category (as long as
nondiscrimination tests are satisfied)

More difficult to fully maximize contributions than in a
traditional DB plan

Gains and losses are minimized resulting in greater equity
among partners
Relatively easy for employees to understand

PBGC premium expense in some situations; however,
PBGC coverage can result in additional deductible
contributions
Investment risk can be minimized but not eliminated
Funding levels must be monitored to avoid certain benefit
restrictions

Tables 3A and 3B demonstrate the employer contributions provided under the combination of 401(k) and
cash balance plans established by WA&J. Each participant is also eligible to make salary deferral
contributions up to the limits placed on those contributions (including additional catch-up contributions for
individuals age 50 and over) in the 401(k) plan.

Table 3A: Annual Contribution amounts for WA&J Partners
Eligible Pay

Salary Deferrals

Employer 401(k)
Contribution

Employer
Cash Balance
Contribution

Total Employer
Contribution

Total Retirement
Contribution

$270,000

$24,000

$13,500

$81,000

$94,500

$118,500

Adams

270,000

24,000

13,500

81,000

94,500

118,500

Jefferson

270,000

18,000

13,500

21,600

35,100

53,100

Washington

Table 3B: Annual employer contributions, as a percentage of eligible pay, by employment category
Employer 401(k) Contribution

Employer Cash Balance Contribution

Total Employer Contribution

Washington

5%

30%

35%

Adams

5%

30%

35%

Jefferson

5%

8%

13%

Associates

0%

0%

0%

Paraprofessionals

5%

7%

12%

Staff

5%

4%

9%

Partners

Plan design notes: The examples described in Tables 3A and 3B assume that WA&J sponsors two 401(k) plans, one safe harbor 401(k) plan that uses a 3%
qualified nonelective contribution to satisfy the safe harbor requirements, plus an additional 2% to satisfy WA&J’s top-heavy contribution requirements for the
combination of their 401(k) and cash balance plan. This 401(k) plan covers all non-Associate eligible employees: Partners, Paraprofessionals and Staff. Associates
are covered by a separate 401(k) plan that allows them to make employee 401(k) deferrals; no employer contributions are provided. Each plan defines plan
compensation using a 415 definition of compensation.
WA&J also implements a cash balance plan covering the Partners, Paraprofessionals and Staff. The cash balance plan design shown requires a
nondiscrimination testing technique known as cross-testing, where contributions and pay credits are converted to their equivalent benefits at a future
retirement age, in this example age 65. The nondiscrimination testing requires that nonhighly compensated employees receive a minimum contribution
gateway amount in addition to providing comparable equivalent benefits. In this example, we are assuming that the lowest contribution rate (the 9% total
employer contribution for Staff) divided between the 401(k) and cash balance plans, is sufficient to meet the gateway minimum contribution requirements.
Finally, we are assuming that these plans pass all other coverage, nondiscrimination, and minimum participation testing.

How well does this retirement
program accomplish WA&J’s
objectives?
{{ Partners – The primary objective is to maintain full equity so
no partner will have to subsidize the benefit of another.
Assuming that all three partners elect a lump-sum benefit from
the cash balance plan, this objective is fully satisfied. In
addition, Washington and Adams are able to receive
contributions of (and defer tax on) approximately $118,500
each year. Jefferson accomplishes his goal by having a
meaningful, but significantly lower contribution amount of
$53,100 per year with flexibility to contribute more or less
through the 401(k) plan.

{{ A
 ssociates – WA&J wants to minimize the contributions to the
Associates while maintaining safe harbor 401(k) status for all
Partners, Paraprofessionals, and Staff. This is accomplished by
providing a separate, employee deferral only 401(k) plan for
Associates and excluding the Associates from participating in the
cash balance plan.
{{ Paraprofessionals and Staff – WA&J wants to offer a strong
benefit to this group in order to attract and retain individuals in this
category. The plan design provides employer contributions of 12%
of pay for Paraprofessionals and 9% of pay for Staff, plus employee
401(k) salary deferrals and catch-up contributions if they are at
least age 50.

In Summary
The combination of a 401(k) plan with a cash balance
plan for Partners, Paraprofessionals and Staff is
frequently the optimal solution for a professional firm
wishing to provide greater contributions to key
individuals than are available under a 401(k) alone, as
it is not unusual to see a combined plan design that
allows key employees to be the beneficiaries of
contributions that are multiples of what would be
available under a stand-alone 401(k) plan. Establishing
a separate plan for Associates is a common technique
to enhance the cost-efficiency of the overall
retirement program. This combination of plans is easy
to understand, and can provide surprising flexibility
along with increased contribution limits.
The combined plan design shows the retirement
accumulation potential of implementing a cash
balance plan. More cost-effective plan designs are
generally available; for more information, please
contact your Findley Davies | BPS&M consultant.
Contributing authors are members of the Findley
Davies | BPS&M Cash Balance Practice Group.

If you are interested in speaking with
someone about retirement program
options for your organization...

CONTACT:
David Davala
216.875.1923
ddavala@findleydavies.com

The information provided in this white paper should not be relied upon in lieu of the full text of a particular law, regulation,
notice, opinion, legislative proposal or other pertinent information, and the advice of your legal counsel. Findley Davies | BPS&M
does not practice law or accounting, and this publication is not legal or tax advice. Legal issues concerning your employee benefit
plans should be discussed with your legal counsel.
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